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The aim of this paper is to review the capability of the ITER Poloidal Field (PF) system of controlling the broad range of plasma

configurations presently forecasted during ITER operation. The attention is focused on the axi-symmetric aspects of plasma magnetic

configuration control since they pose the greatest challenges in terms of control power and they have the largest impact on machine

capital cost. The paper is broadly divided in two main sections devoted, respectively, to open loop (feed-forward) and closed loop

(feedback) control. In the first part of the study the PF system is assessed with respect to the initiation, ramp-up, sustained burn,

ramp-down phases of the main plasma inductive scenario. The limiter-to-divertor configuration transition phase is considered in detail

with the aim of assessing the PF capability to form an X-point at the lowest possible current and, therefore, to relax the thermal load on

the limiter surfaces. Moreover, during the sustained burn it is important to control plasmas with a broad range of current density

profiles. In the second part of the study the plasma vertical feedback control requirements are assessed in details, in particular for the

high elongation configurations achievable during the early limiter-to-X point transition phase. Non-rigid plasma displacement models

are used to assess the control system voltage and current requirements of different radial field control circuits obtained, for example, by

connecting the outermost PF coils, some CS coils, coils sub-sections etc. At last, the main 3D effects of the vessel ports are modeled

and their impact of vertical stabilization evaluated.
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